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THIS IS BOOK 2 OF AN 8-PART EPISODIC SERIES.IN BOOK 2 OF THE TOTLANDIA

SERIES:Â Five mommies are just one misstep away from entry into the elite Pacific Heights Moms

& Tots Club. Everyone has a scandalous secret to hide, but who will be the next to fall?As the

club&apos;s founder, Bettina, ratchets up the stress level with a series of holiday-themed

challenges, the cracks begin to show. Jade&apos;s past catches up to her in the most unlikely of

settings. Jillian&apos;s struggles to make ends meet are complicated by Bettina&apos;s demands.

Ally&apos;s work and home lives collide, threatening to expose all of her secrets. And

Lorna&apos;s already fraying family ties are torn to shreds by a series of devastating events.With

just four spots remaining, will the five remaining ladies turn cutthroat? Or will their newfound

friendships be strong enough to help them band together?Friendship. Lies. Seduction.

Betrayal.Welcome to Totlandia.
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Once again, in 'Totlandia', appearances are all that matters. The moms, knee-deep in initiation to

the club, learn the ins and outs, learn to keep their secrets, and learn to get along, despite Bettina's



machinations.Each has had their secret exposed to the others by now, and new ones emerge.

Bettina's world is about to change forever, and that's what makes this book such a good read. What

really amazes me is how the current club members only want to initiate those who might be

financially or socially beneficial to them. These people will stop at nothing.Affairs will be exposed,

panties will be found, alliances will be made, and relationships will begin. This is a great build on the

series, and I can't wait for 'Spring'!I was really rooting for the new Onsies moms as a whole near the

end, and then the writer threw me for a loop! Now, I fear the fate of the final five and can't wait for

book three!

This book continues the story of the probationary group trying to earn admission into the most

exclusive club for mothers and their preschoolers. Secrets are becoming more difficult to hide, and

new ones arise. But at the same time, the group is beginning to bond, in spite of competing for the

same limited spots. The book focuses more on the parents than the children, but each parent is

different and appealing in different ways and for different reasons. I am very disappointed that I am

evidently caught up with the series, as I really wanted to find out what happens next with the

characters. These are very quick reads, and I finished two books in 24 hours. If you are a parent,

you will sympathize with the trials of raising perfect toddlers, and competing with mothers who make

it all look simple. If you are NOT a parent, this might make you question ever procreating.

Once again we revisit the crazy world of playgroups in Totlandia. I love these books so far and find

myself laughing crying and sympathysing with the moms and their stories.They are all funy and

touching and quirky. But they are also all human and flawed. They have weakneses and make

mistakes. They question parenting choices and adult relationships.And While she is a bur in the ass

of EVERYONE even betinna I like.Now Brady on the other hand...him I am about half a book away

from writing off. I really like his character as a dad...but he needs to shape up and start makingg

better choices.Definantly looking forward to books three and four.

this series would be much more interesting if all the books were one novel. i was disappointed in

having to purchase additional books. it felt like a scam.

After "buying" the first as a freebie, I couldn't help but immediately buy the following 3 books.

Somehow I didn't expect to see Bettina's dirty laundry so quickly, but oh lord, no one is exempt from

the crazy...and I can't help but want to follow along.



I have read all of the books thus far in the Totlandia series and have enjoyed each one. They are

short and easy to read - a great break between more serious story lines. This series follows a group

of parents who are trying to get their child(ren) into a prestigious play group. We get to see the

dysfunction and secrets each one has and tries very hard to hide. I would recommend reading the

books in order. The entire series is great!

This is the second part of a series about parents who have gone loco in procuring great starts for

their tots. It's better to read them in order. It's like a documentary about living in a Yippie World. You

do get involved in the lives of the main characters.

I really enjoyed the first book and couldn't wait to read this one. This story is a light and easy

afternoon read. On top of that it gives you a humorous outlook on how the other half lives. The

characters are relatable, you either love them or hate and the kids are quite enjoyable. I'm almost

sure Ms. Brown has a lifelong fan.
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